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Team activities

 hosted on Alioth (created by Christian Perrier: 
various people joined along the way)

 loose structure / various levels of involvement

 over 100 open fonts: quite a few in the pipeline 

 now close to 1000 changesets in the repo

 many packages team-maintained

 meetup at Debconf BoF in Edimburgh



   

Team activities

 upstream advocacy

 archive-wide reviews

 packaging

 metapackages
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Taking a step back

 why should we care?

 what if letters on a computer where just shapes 
with no meaning?

 many languages not using the Latin script

 letters are like the interface to knowledge

 they must exist in your language otherwise you're 
stuck 



   

It's a big world out there...



   

Why is font freedom important?

 fonts also contain bugs

 you need to be able to fix and extend them

 removing limits to expression and creativity,
for both users and designers

 enabling progress in i18n, supporting more 
languages in Debian

 improving world literacy & A2K

 enabling education efforts



   

5 key challenges

 availability

 completeness

 complexity

 quality

 accessibility



   

Not easy to get right



   

Yummy *and* available?



   

Impact? 

 for Debian and derivatives

 big impact for the wider FLOSS communities and 
society at large

 A2K, better access to education, greater creativity 
and means of expressions for artists and content 
producers

 free speech is much harder when you depend on 
restricted tools



   

Our goals

 new language packs

 extend the language communities enjoying Debian

 reproduce success stories like Dhzongka Linux : a 
good open font enables the rest

 locales, keyboard, localization, d-i supported 
languages

 work well with the rest of the rendering stack 
especially for language with complex scripts needs



   

Widely adopted solution: OFL

The Open Font License



   

How does it work?

Permits

Reproduction
Distribution
Embedding
DerivativeWorks

Requires

Attribution
Notice
ShareAlike
DerivativeRenaming
BundlingWhenSelling



   

Unifont.org Guide



   

Different types of fonts

Conakry: Designers & script engineers - UNESCO
Ecolier: Individual focused on education
GFS revivals: Foundry reviving historical fonts
Linex fonts: Designers - Extramadura government
Aboriginal fonts: Language communities enabler
Inconsolata: monospace
Silkscreen: pixel fonts
Asana math: advanced Maths
Marvosym: symbols
Fifth Leg: logo lettering font
Liberation / Droid: Commissioned from Ascender



   

Team members



   

Kudos 

Christian Perrier: initial driver, mentoring

Miriam Ruiz: review script

Paul Wise: advocacy, mentoring, review script

Daniel Glassey: mentoring, sponsoring

Lior Kaplan: Hebrew fonts

Faidon Liambotis: GFS fonts

Hideki-san : Japanese fonts

Davide Viti : Dejavu

Holger Levsen : Liberation, sponsoring

...

Others 
too!



   

Growing membership 

Arne Goetze: great work on CJK fonts and across the 
Ubuntu language packs

Neskie Manuel with Canadian Aboriginal fonts

various people joining from the Ubuntu side (!)

big interest in i18n in this derivative

mirror team in Ubuntu 



   

What about my Debian box?

 practical tips for fonts on your Debian box

 inconsolata font on your terminal (debaday)

 gnome-specimen

 fontmatrix

 fontypython

 fontconfig UI underway



   

The open font design toolkit

 apt-get install open-font-design-toolkit  

 making it easier to contribute to open font projects

 branching a font

 new fontforge developments (spiro, cairo, pango)

 libfontforge

 python scripting

 OFLB integration



   

Fontforge



   

Ways you can help



   

 use open fonts 

 advocate an open model to designers: make them 
aware of the advantages

 join the team 

 contribute to the toolkit

 play with font design tools too

 release your playware, host a branch 

 educate others about font subtleties

 use the foo-open-font-source VCS template as a 
reference with upstreams

Ways you can help



   

 use the font review to reduce duplication, find 
restrictive fonts who have slipped in

 check and fix metadata accurary 

 continue educating users and designers about 
licensing and DSFG-compliant fonts

 bundle them in your apps when it makes sense 

 help extend i18n coverage building on new writing 
systems 

 contribute to the wiki pipeline entry

Ways you can help



   

Wider open font community
 cross-distro collaboration

 fontconfig snippets sharing

 OFLB wiki 

 planet.open-fonts.org

 Fedora's work and ideas (!)

 the unifont.org resources

 Go for OFL campaign common campaign



   

Fedora font SIG



   

The future...

 DVCS? considering storing tarballs not just 
packaging

 nicer mapping between fonts and language packs

 better mime-type integration of fonts and 
extended font sources formats in the desktop

 helping maintain defoma and helping us find a 
good replacement



   

 updating the policy to take into account modern 
font needs

 appropriate lintian checks

 finally getting the lettering of the Debian font logo 
to use something else than a restricted font!

 A core freedesktop.org open font set?

The future...



   

The Go for OFL campaign



   

 OFLB launch (web fonts)

 open fonts on platforms for which Debian has 
influence/has been ported

 fonts for embedded/mobile platforms: 
Maemo/Android/OpenMoko

 DDTP descriptions of font packages and related 
font design/management software

 collaborative design workshops: OSP 

The future...



   

OSP



   

OSP: W Drogę



   

OpenFontLibrary.fontly.org



   

Questions?

Thank you for your attention!

pkg-fonts.alioth.debian.org
openfontlibrary.org
scripts.sil.org
launchpad.net/people/fonts

Illustration credits:  stewf from flickr – Michael Ciancio – Typolade

This presentation is Copyright © 2009 Nicolas Spalinger and is released under CC-BY-SA 3.0  - Share and enjoy 
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